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                               Abstraet

    A search for TeV r-rays from the pulsars PSR B1706-44 afid PSR BI055-52 and
from the radio galaxy Centaurus A were made as a project of the CANGAROO
collaboration with two atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes, the 3.8m telescope and the
BIGRAT, at Woomera, Australia in 1994 and 1995. Tlie times of observations were 27
hours, 69 hours and 57 hours, respectively. Stereoscopic analysis and timing analysis in

addition to the imaging technique have been applied to the observational data. Two
images of ChereRkov light from one shower detected with the two telescopes equipped
with different resolution cameras have been utilized in the stereoscopic analysis. In the

timing analysis the arrival direction of the shower has been determined from the fact that

the arrival time of a Cherenkov photon on the detector depends upon the direction of the
photon. The improvement of S/N by using the stereoscopic analysis and timing analysis
has been shown in the case ef observational data of PSR B1706-44. The S/N of O.16
obtained by the imaging technique has beeR improved to O.91 by using the stereoscopic
aftd timing analyses. This improvement reduces the necessary time for observation by a
factor of 4,

   TeV r-rays irom PSR B1706-44 have been detected. The significance is 4.9 a.
The flux above the energy has been found to be (1.3Å}O.4) Å~ 10-"(Tfv)mi'9cm-2smi if

the power-law index is assumed to be im2.9. The energy tkreshold of the
observation is approximately 2 TeV. Tkis flux is consistent with the ofie
which was observed in l992-1993. From the observations in 1992-1995, it
has beeR confirmed thae PSR B1706ne44 is a stable 'lreV r-ray emitter.
There is no evidence for TeV r-rays from PSR BI055-52. The•upper limit
of the flux above 2 TeV was 9.5Å~10-i3cmm2s-i. It is expected that there is
a break in the spectyum between 4 GeV and 2 TeV. There is no evidenee
also for TeV r-rays from Centaurus A. The upper Iimit of the flux above 2
TeV was 1.5 Å~ iOrmi2cm-2s-i.

1

1. IntroduetieR

1.1. TeVr-rayastronomy
    Cosmic TeV r-rays are closely related te high eRergy pheRomena in the
universe such as tke acceleration mechanism of charged partic}es of cosmic rays.

*Present address: The IRstltute of Physical and Chemical Research, Wako 351-Ol, Japan



2 OBSERVATIONS OF COSMIC TeV r-RAYS

A}though only a short time has passed after the observation of the first coRvincing

signals from point sources, the TeV r-ray astrenomy ltas become an important field

main}y because of the recent improvemeRt of the detector sensitivity. Signals of

TeV r-rays were confirmed with higli enough significance, which is larger than
20 a[1] [2]. Fo!lowing this yesult, the Rumber of coRfirmed TeV r-ray sources is

increasiRg. Further searches have been stimulated by the discovery of r-ray
sources at the eRergy of 20 MeV to 30 GeV with the EGRET detector of CGRO
(ComptoR Gamma Ray Observatory) sateliite launched in l991.

    TeV r-ray sources may inclltde several types of celestial bodies, that is, radio
pulsars, supernova remnants (SNRs), active ga}actic Ruclei (AGNs), X-ra>r binaries,

cataclysmic variables etc. Radio pulsars, SNRs and AGNs are discLissed in this
dissertation.

    Pulsars and SNRs, w}}ich are c}osely re}ated to each other, are eandiClates for

TeV r-ray sources. The angular resolutions of c{irrent TeV r-ray detectors are

poorer than those used for longer wavelength such as the ones of the radio
astronemy. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish the emissions from the two
closely located objects eveR in the case that they are resolved from each other in the

radio o}' X-ray astronomy etc. TeV T-rays from tlie Crab pt{Isar or nebu}a have
been observed by the Whipple collaboratioR. Tlte CANGAROO (Col}aboratign of
Australia and Nippon for GAmma Ray Observatory iR tlte Otttbacl<) group has

observed the emission of TeV r-rays from PSR B1706-44. The CANGAROO
group has confirmed TeV r-yays from the Crab [4] and has receRtly also observed

TeV r-rays from the direc#ion ef the Vela pulsar[5]. There appear no pulsed

components in the r-rays from these sources. The pu}sed emissioB with the same
period as that of the raclio pulsar should be styong evidence for the fact that TeV r-

rays are eniitted from t}ie pulsar magnetosphere. Although several observatioRs of

the pulsed r-rays from various pulsars including the Crab pulsar have been
reported, none of them have been coRfirmed by otker groups.

    The energy spectrum of the r-rays from the Crab in TeV re.cr.ion appears to
follow the power laxv with differential exponent of rough!y rm2.7 in the energy
range of O.5 TeV to IO 'l"eV. No tirae variatioR of the flux from the Crab has been

found.

    There are several models which kave been proposed to explain r-ray emissioR

up to GeV energies from the ptilsar magnetosphere, but these models have
uncertaiRties in coRcluding if the r-ray emission exteRds to the energy regioR of

TeV. As for the Crab nebula, the synchrotron the self-Compton model by de Jager

aRd Harding exp}ains the features of the observed unpulsed emission of the r-rays
from the Crab iR the energy regioR between 200 MeV aRd 10 TeV [6] . IR this model

TeV r-rays result from iRverse Compton scattering of low energy photons by
relativistic electroRs which are accelerated by shock wave at the interface between

plasma flow from the pulsar and the nebula surrouRdiRg the pulsar. In the case of

self-ComptoB model, intense synchrotron radiation in the Crab nebula provide with

target photons for the inverse Compton process. }I{owever, PSR B1706pm44 kas no

apparent nebula and the microwave background of 2.7 l< presumably serves as the
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target phoeoRs. SNRs are general}y believed to the most likely origin of cosmie
rays in the energy region below lei4eV. Charged partic}es should be accelerated by

shock waves on the SNR surface. It is expected that r-rays are produced in TO

decay originated in hadron-hadron coilisions in SNRs. Thus, TeV r-rays from
SNRs would give strong indicatioR for acceleration of cosmic rays.

    Two AGNs, Markarian 421 (z= O.031) [7] aRd Markarian 501 (z =O.033) [8],

have been also reported te be TeV r-ray emitters. The ray flux from Mrk 421
shows a violent time-variable feature as in the case of X-rays. In the energy region

of 100 MeV to 10 GeV, about 40 AGNs which emit r-rays are found. Most of them

belong to the blazar class. These AGNs are considered to emit r-rays in the
directions of the relativistic jets witk which the blazars are accompanied. Models

proposed for explanatien of the origins of r-rays from AGNs can be classified iRto

Ieptonic models and hadronic models. IR the former models r-rays are produced in
inverse ComptoR seattering of low energy photons by relativistlc electrons in the jet.

In the latter oRes the origiR of r-rays is iR clecay of pions produced in hadroR-

kadroR interactioRs in tke jet The aftswer is still controversia}. Observations of

energy spectra above 10 GeV may provide with a clue to infer that eithey of the

mode}s is more likely the case.

    In the case of extragalactic sources it is necessary to take account of the
absorptioR of TeV r-rays in the intergalactic space[9]. Tke dominant absorption

process ls

        r+r(infrared) - e'+em.

The attenuation of TeV r-rays increases with the distance from the earth to the
source, and gives information of the infrared intensity in extragaiactic space, which

is ttseful to know the past activity of galaxies. SiRce the observatioR of the
iRfrared radiation in the iRtergalactic space is difficult, the precise evaluation of the

effect has not been done. Altkough numerot{s AGNs which emit r-rays iR the
energy region of 100 MeV to 10 GeV have been discovered, Ro convincing evideRce

for emission of TeV r-rays from AGNs has been found except those from the two
sources[10]. The two sources are BL Lac objects very close to the earth. It is

important to know wkether the inferred break of the energy spectrum between the
energy regioR of 100 MeV to !O GeV and TeV is caused by the atteRuation effect or

by the cuteff of acceieration of progenitor partic}es.

    In addition to the objects from which a search for TeV r-rays was stimulated
by the results in the energy region ef GeV, Cygnus X-3, Kercules X-3, Vela X-l and

a cataclysmic variable AE Aquarii have been reported as sources of TeV r-rays,
altheugh they have Rot beeB confirmed[11] [i2]. Tke emissioR of TeV r-rays from

these objects is, a remarkable implication in high energy astrophysics because no r-

rays have been seen in the energy region of MeV to GeV.

1.2. 0bservedsources
    This dissertation reports on three objects, PSR BI706-44, PSR BI055-52 and
Centaurus A (CeR A). The observations were carried out at Woomera in South
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Attstra}ia using the telescopes of the CANGAROO group in l994 aRd 1995.
CANGAROO is a project to observe TeV r-rays using two imaging atmosplteric
Cherenkov telescopes. In addition to the sources mentioned above, the binary
pu}sar PSR B1259ww63, the SNR W28, the AGNs PKS 0521rm365 and PKS 2005rm489
etc. were observed usiRg the telescopes.

1.2.1. Pulsars
    PSR B1706-44 is a young pulsar with a period of 102 n}s, Jocated at about l.5
kpc. The characteristic age is 1.7Å~ 10`years. TeV r-rays from tliis object were

observed in 1992 aRd 1993 by the CANGAROO grottp for the first tillie using a
Cherenkov-ligkt telescope[3]. The fiux was (2.1 Å} O.2) XIO-iicmr2s-i in the
energy region above 1 rt O.2 TeV.

    The major part of the emitted r-rays is likely liRpulsed. The tipper limit of the

r-ray flux was reported to be 5.8 Å~ 10-i2cm"2ri above 2.6 TeV for the pulsed
component[13]. Observations of the source iR tr}e following years, which are

described in this dissertation, are importaRt to confirm the previous detection of

TeV r-rays aRd to inspeet the stability of the flux. The observation time spent on

the source is shorter in 1994 and 1995 than in 1992 aRd 1993, resu}ting in a peor

statistics. However, we attempt to apply new metliods for sttidying r-ray-emitting

objects and to improve detectioR sensitivity.

    PSR BI055-52 is one of the seveR kRown r-ray pulsars in the energy regioR of

MeV to GeV. Tlte distance fyom the earth has been estimated to be 1.5kpc. it
was discovered as a radio pulsar with a period of 197 ms[14]. The cltaracteristic

age is 5.3 Å~ 105years. It is the o}dest of tke known r-ray palsars detected by

EGRET. Pulsed emission iR the energy region of 100 MeV to 4 GeV has been
observed using EGRET aboard the ComptoR Gamma Ray Observatory[l5]. The
power-law iRdex of the energy spectrum iR this energy region is ww l.18 Å} O.l6.

Tke speetrum is the ltaydest amoRg all the observed r-ray pulsars. No unplilsed r-

rays have been detected. The ratio of the r-ray luminosity betweeR 200 MeV and 5

GeV to the rotational energy loss of the pulsar is O.31. The valtie is the highest
amoRg all tke observed r-ray pulsars. In partictdar, it is 103 times as large as the

one from the Crab. If we assume that the hard spectrum extends to energies higher

than the EGRET detectioR, the total luminosity exceeds the rotatioRal energy loss of

the pulsar. Therefore, it is natural to presume that the power-law index changes iR

higher eRergy regioR. Observations in TeV region will provide important
iRformatioR oR the energy spectrum. Since this pulsar is the oldest r-ray pttlsar

amoRg the seven, the observation wi}1 contribute to our further liRderstandings on

tlte re}ation between the age of ptdsar aBd TeV T-ray emissioR from pulsars.

1.2.2. CentaurusA
    Cen A is a radio galaxy located at about 3.5Mpc, which is much closer tl}an

Mrk 421 and Mrl< 501 to tke earth. Due to the short distance betweeR the eartk

and the object attenuation of TeV r-rays in interga!actic space is negligible. This

advantage may al}ow us to observe the primary r-ray flux from this AGN ln higher

eBergy regioB than TeV independent of the intergalactic iRfyared-pheton density. A
detection of TeV r-rays from CeR A was yeported in l975[16], kowever, with no
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confirmatioR by other groups iR the following years. In the energy region of MeV

to GeV an unidentified r-ray source has been observed withiR an error circie
including Cen A[l7] [18] and a BL Lac object abottt 20 apart from the direction of

Cen A.
    Since Cen A is one of the closest AGNs, TeV r-rays are possibly of detectab}e

flux even if tlte luminosity is relatively small. The detectioR of r-rays in the

ellergy reg2on of MeV to GeV from the direction of Cen A is encouragiRg for
observation of TeV rrays. The ebservatioR of r-rays from a radio galaxy, which

is quite different from blazers which emit GeV r-rays, is lteipful for an
understanding of higk energy processes iR AGNs, one of tke emissioR mechanism
possib}y related to the radio lebe rather than to tke reiativistic jet

1.3. Teehnique for TeV r-ray observation
    The method for observing cosmic TeV r-rays is described be}ow. Primary
cosmic r-rays in TeV region interact with materials in the atmospkere before
reaching the ground. Therefoye, observatioRs are performed oR the grouRd usiRg
mirrors wkiclt collect Cherenkov radiation from extensive air showers (EASs)

init}ated by TeV r-rays.

1.3.1. Extensiveairshowers
    A TeV r-ray foyms an electromagnetic cascade skower iR the atmosphere. The
shower coRsists maiRly of eÅ} and r. Charged particles iR the shower with
velocities greater than the }igkt ve}ocity iR the atmospkere emit ChereRkov light.
Almost all the radiatioR is emitted at a small angle (E{;1.4") to the directioR of the

                                   .2e            to
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particle. The directions of the particles are distributed around the directions of the

primary r-rays so that the resultant Cherenkov photons are directional. The
photons are distributed in the area with the diameter of about 100 m at sea level in

the case of 1 TeV r-rays if the direction of the primary r-ray is vertical. It enables

us to observe r-rays with a large collection area. It is possible to discriminate the

Cherenkov light from starlight and other light at night using optical devices with

good time resolution, since the duration of the Cherenkov light is shorter than 10 ns.

    Primary high energy charged particles are also the origins of EASs. They
produce mesons and nucleons by interactions with nuclei in the atmosphere. The
ereated zO's decay into 2r's, which create electromagnetic showers. The hadron-

hadron interactions produce secondary particles with relatively large transverse

velocities. The flux of the charged particles is much larger than that of r-rays in

the TeV region. Selection of the EASs initiated by r-rays is of vital importance in

such observations. The average angular and lateral spreads of the particles in

EASs initiated by charged particles are large and their angular and lateral
distributions are irregular compared with those of r-ray-initiated EASs (Figure 1).

Inheriting these properties, angular and lateral distributions of Cherenkov photons

from the hadron-initiated EASs are wider and more irregular than those of r-ray-

initiated EASs. This difference between r-ray-initiated EASs and hadron-inltiated

ones is used to identify the primary r-rays.

1.3.2. Imageanalysis
    Emitted Cherenkov photons from an EAS are collected with a spherical or
parabolic reflector in order to detect them with a camera on the focal plane. The

angular distribution of Cherenkov photons is detected with the camera. It
corresponds to the image of the shower. The image reflects information on the
shower, e.g. the arrival direction. The shape of the image is similar to an ellipsoid

                                     x/

                              "

                               //
                              Å~                          arrival +centerof

                          direction fie[d of view

Fig, 2. Image of Cherenkov light from EAS on the focal plane, The shaded
       ellipsoid indicates the image. It Iies along the shower axis, so that it
       points to the arrival direction of the EAS on the image plane,
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whose major axis lies along the skower axis on the image plaRe (Figttre 2). The

majoy axis of the eHipsoid points to the arriva} direction of shower on the image

plane. It is one of the important characteristics of an image of Cherenkov light

from a sl}ower. If the position of the source of r-rays is point-like on the image

plane, the images originated from the r-rays point to the position. On the other

haRd, the directions of images originated from backgrottRd cosmic rays oR the image

plane are random}y distributed since these cosmie rays are isotropic. Therefore,

the r-rays from tke point source are discrimiRated from background cosmic rays by

measuring the orieRtatioR of ehe image. The previous results of the CANGAROO
group have been obtainecl by this image aRalysis.

    However, the previous lmage analyses are not silfficient to determine the
arrival direction of tke shower. In order to improve the angular resolution of the
arrival direction aRd S/N, we deveioped two novel techniqties, that is, stereoscopic

analysis and timing analysis.

1.3.3. Stereoseopicanalysis
    It has been pointed out en tke basis of Monte Carlo simu}atiens that better
angular resolutioR will be obtaiRed by means of two ChereRkov mirrors located
about 100 m apart. This technique, referred as stereoscopic anaiysis hereafter, has
been appiied to our observation for the first time*. IR this dissertation the resu}ts

of stereoscopic observation of the r-rays from PSR B1706"44 Lising the two
detectors of the CANGAROO gyoup are shown. There are two advantages in the
stereoscopic aRalysis. First, the candidates for r-ray shower obtained witk the
data of one detector are further se}ected with the data of tl}e other one. The signal-

to-noise ratio of selected showers by using the both detectors should be better than

that by usiRg a single detector. Secondly, the difference between the directions

toward a shower positioR from the two detectors caR be measured. Froin such
information the position and tke diyection of the shower can be determined with

better accuracy.

1.3.4. Timinganal.ijsis

    The arriva} time of Cherenkov photons reflects the process of the shower
development in the atmosphere. It has beeR suggeseed that the measurement of the

overa}1 timing spectrum of the photons arriving at the Ckerenkov mirror is useful to
discrimiRate r-}"ay-initiated sltowers from hadron-initiated ones[21]. In the

previoas experiments Ro correlation between tke arrival time and the direction of

photons has been measured. Therefore, improvement of the signal to noise ratio has

been limited. The iRformation of the arrival time for each phototube of the
CliereRkov mirror is of importance to find out such a correlatioR. In particular, we

have reconstructed the arrival direction of each shower from the coryelation iR this

* The development of an EAS has been studied by stereoscopic observatioRs independently at the
 time when this worl< has been carried ottt, ORe of them is the observation of AEA qr[l9]. It

 has been argued that the approach provides better signal-to-noise ratio for TeV r-rays dae to the
 different behavior in the development of T-rays from that in tlie ease of hadrons. It has been
 also reported that the angular resolution for r-rays is improved by the stereoscopic observation
 of the Crab with the HEGRA telescopes [20] .
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work. It results in better angular resolutiolt than that when the information of
arrival time is Rot available.

    We obtained higher sensitivity to TeV r-rays thaR that of previous
measurements by employing the stereoscopic and tke timing analyses for data
observed with the CANGAROO telescopes. As a resu}t, emission mode}s of TeV r-
rays from pttlsars, SNRs and AGNs are more stroRg}y constrained. The features of

the two CANGAROO telescopes, that is, the 3.8-m telescope aRd the BIGRAT, aRd

the observatioR procedttres iRcluding stereoseopic observation are described iR
Section 2. Tlie precedtires for the stereoscopic aRd timing analyses in addition to

tke irnage aRalysis of obtained data are given in Section 3. The improvemeRt of
S/N by the stereoscopic and timing analyses and the the calculated fluxes of tke

sources noted above are shown iR SectioR 4. The results are discussed in Section

5. The work iR the dissertatioR is conclttded iR SectioR 6.

2. 0bservatien

    The observing site is located at Woomera (3106'S, 136e47'E, 160 m above sea

}evel), South Australia. The site is located in a dry regioR. Clear skies are

expeeted all the year ayound. Since tl}e closest town, which is very small oBe, is

located 13 km away from the site, observatioRs do not suffer from artificial light.

The two telescopes have been named `3.8-m telescope' and `BIGRAT' (the
BIcenteRniai Gamma RAy Telescope). Tke 3.8-m telescope was traRsferyed from

Dodaira Observatory where it was tised for 1linar ranging. The BIGRAT was
constructed as a TeV r-ray telescope in l988. The two telescopes are }ocated
100 m apart, the 3.8-m telescope being placed east of the BIGRAT.

    Observations are ttsually performed for two weeks around a new moon. The
observation begins attlie end of astronomical twilight jn the eveRing and ends at the

begiRning of astronomical twilight in the morning before the moonrise or after the

moonset. Observations are Rot carried out when tltere is a cloud iR the direction

toward which the telescopes are pointed.

    Emission from a poiRt source is confirmed by tlke difference between the
ngmber of observed eveRts from the directioR of the source aRd that froin different

directions. The off-source observation is carried out to estiinate the Rumber of

cosmic-ray backgrotmd from the direction of the source. The direction of the
observatioR of background cosmic rays is choseR to cover the same eleva#ion and
azimuthal angle as in the case of the on-source observation.

    Starlight is a background foy Cherenkov photoRs. It is preferable that there

are no bright stars in the field of view of the camera iR observing ruRs. The
directions to be poiRted in off-source runs are usually chosen so that there are Ro

stars brighter tltan magRitude of five in the field of view.

2.1. 3.8-m telescope
    The 3.8-m telescope coRsists of a parabolic reflector 3.8 m in diameter and a
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Fig. 3. The 3.8-m telescope. A camera consisting of phototubes is placed at
    the foeal plane of a parabolic refleetor 3.8m in diameter. The focal

    length is 3.8 m.

ililkill11iliII N11iil19il'lill

Fig. 4. The layout of phototubes in the camera of the 3.8-m telescope. The
    number of the tubes (solid squares) was 220 until ApriL 1995. Then,
    32 phototubes (white square) have been added at the edges in order to
    extend the field of view. The squares represent 10mm Å~ 10mm
    phototubes, The size of whole of the carnera is 192mm Å~ 192 mm

    square.
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high resolution camera at tke focal plane on an mount wkich is rotated around the
horizontal axis and the vertieal one (altitude-azimuth mount). A photograph of the

telescope is shown iR Figure 3. The reflector was original}y used to measure the

distance between the earth and the moon at Dodaira Observatory. The focal length

of the reflector is 3.8m. The ceRtral region of the reflector consists of a
duralumin mirror l.7m iR diameter. The outer region coRsists of six aluminum
mirrors. The angular size of the image oR the focal p}ane for light which is paral}el

to tke axis of the reflector is sma}ler than O.OIO. The reflectivity of the reflector

was about 80% wheR it was maRufactured. The current value is about 500/o. The
path lengths of incident light are the same for the all tlte position of reflection in the

case that the directioRs of the light are the same as the axis of the mirror. The fact

eRables tts to measure tlke precise arrival tiine of eaclt Ckerenkov light with tke

camera placed at the focal p}ane of the telescope. The trackiRg aecuracy of the
mirror is O.OIO.

    The camera on the focal p}ane coRsisted of 220 phototttbes (Hamamatsu R2248)

until April, 1995. Then 32 phototubes were added at the four edges iR order to

enlarge the field of view. The tubes are installed as a square array as shown in
Figure 4. The aperture of tke camera is 2.80X2.80. The photocatkode of the tube
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is made of bialkali. It is sensitive to light of 300 to 650 nm in wavelength. The

rise time of the output pulse of the tube is about O.9 ns. The size of each tube is

10mmÅ~10mm square. The seRsitive area is 8mmÅ~8mm. It corresponds to the
acceptance of the arrival direction of O.120 Å~O.120. The space between the tubes is

4inm, which corresponds to O.060. A light-emitting diode (LED) is placed about

50cm from the front surface of the camera in order to monitor the gains of tke
tubes and the pedestals of time-to-digital coRverters (TDCs).

    Signals from the tubes are amplified in a module box which is attached to tke

back of the camera. The signais aye amplified in the box in order to reduce the
influeRce of e}ectrical Roise oR the cab}e which is roughly 30 m loRg from the camera

to the coRtrol room. The coiRcidence ainong four signals from the tubes forms a
`hit-sum' signal. The time window is 20ns. The threshold value of sigRal pulse

height from each tube corresponds to three or four photoelectroRs. The `linear-
sum' signal is geRerated if the suitimation of ptdse height of tke signals from ali the

tubes exceeds a threshold va}ue which corresponds to about 20 photoelectrons.
Event-trigger sigRa}s are forraed in the case of coiRcidence between tlte `hit-sum'

signal and the `linear-sum' signa}. The trigger signal opens the gates for analog-to-

digieal coRverters (ADCs), The gate widtk is 50ns. One photoelectron
corresponds to about 20 ADC couRts. Counting of the TDCs is started by trigger

signals. Delayed signals from the discriminators for tttbe sigRa}s work as stop
signals. The time resollttion of a TDC is O.25ns. Tke r3nge of TDC counts is
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Fig, 6. The block diagram of the system of event trigger
       3.8-m telescope. CCMs (Figure 5) are used to
       frorn photoimbes.
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Table

  OBSERVA'HONS OF COSMIC TeV r-'RAYS

1 The periods of observatioR using the 3.8-m telescope.

Source Month Time of observation <hours)

PSR B1706-44•

PSR BI055-52

Ceil A

1994 May

i995 May""Jul.

1994 tvlar.-Apr.

1995 Mar.

1995 D"lai".-'May

l
4•gii

1pts. The absolute time of shoxver arrival is measurecl to an accuracy of 100 pts
using a Global Positioning System (GPS). The absolute times of shower arrivals,

ADC cotmts aRd TDC counts are recorded on a magRetic tape using a Vrv{E on-
board computer. Tlie blocl< diagram of data acqt{isition system is illustrated iR
Figures 5 aRd 6.

    rvlost of t})e triggers of each tube are formecl by bacl<grotind photoJ}s slich as

starlight aRd airglow. The rates vary with the amouRt of bac}<ground. A bright
star of magnitude 3.3, 7? Scorpii, is locatecl in t}ie cliyectioR of l.4" from PSR

B1706-4-4. The star is within the field of view of the carnera when PSR
B1706la44 is tracked. IR this case tke rate of signals from the tube on which the

image of ?7 Scorpii is focused iRcreases to aboutlMKz at the maximum. WheR PSR

BI055-52 and Cen A are observed, there are no bright stars within the field of
view. The event rate is about 1 H7. incliiding false events in the observations of all

tl}e above objects. The false eveRts are formed by acciclental coincidences amoRg
the triggers of the ttibes x/ heR the sky is bright in the field of viewi. In these cases,

the eveRt rates are different between on-source runs and correspondiilg off-source

runs. Kowever most of the false events formed by backgrotmd photons are

eliminated in the off-line analysis. '
    Usually, prior to each observing rtin, two types of calibrations are inade. [l)he

fiyst one is the calibratioR of ADCs by means of external triggers. The secoRd one

is tl?e calibration of tubes and TDCs by means of external triggers coincident with

LED flashes. These data are used for calculation of pedestals of AI)Cs and TDCs
as well as calibratioR of gains of the tubes.

    Tke periods of observations usiRg the 3.8-m teiescope described in this
dissertatioR are listed in Table 1.

2.2. BffGRA7i
    The BIGRAT is constructed of three coniposite reflectors and a camera on a
single altitude-azimuth mount as shown in Figlire 7. Each ref}ector is 4m in
diameter, coi}sisting of 19mirrors. The inirrors are made of 10mm-thick glass
coated with aluminuni. Tlte surface of the central refiector is parabolic with a focal

length ef 2.7 m. The iRtensity of light versus the position oil the focal plaRe for a

poiRt sotirce at infiRity i's called the poiiit spread ftmction. The fuI} vvridth at half

maximum of the point spread ftmction of the yefleetor is meac sured to be O.35" in tke

case of the light which is parallei to the axis of the refiector. The suyface of the

two outer refiectors are parabolic with the same focal leRgtlis. '1"he tracking
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Fig. 7. The BIGRAT. Three reflectors 4 m in diameter are operated single
mount. A camera consisting of phototubes is placed at the focal plane
of the central reflector. Phototubes are plaeed at the focal planes of
outer reflectors. The focal length of each reflector is 2.7 m.

Fig. 8.

        ABC   ooo og4"ipgo ooo

The layout of phototubes of the BIGRAT. A and C are the detectors
for the outer refleetors and B is the camera for the central reflector,

The large and small circles represent three- and two-inch tubes
respectively. The squares represent 12 mm Å~ 12 mm tubes.

Table 2 Characteristics of the 3 .8-m telescope and the BIGRAT.

3.8-m telescope BIGRAT
       Reflector size

Number of phototubes in camera

       Field of view

 Timing of output of photetube

 Energy threshold for r-rays

3.8m in diameter

  220 (256) *

  2.80X2.80

   measured
   i- 1 'i eV

4 m in diameter Å~ 3

      37
2.30 in diamerter

  not measured

   -O.4 TeV
*Phototubes were added to the camera of the 3. 8-m telescop in April, 1995.
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accuracy of the mirror is O.e90. The camera for the ceRtra} reflector is aR array of

37 phototubes (Figure 2.2). The size of each tube is l2 mmÅ~12 mm square. The

seRsitive area of the tube corresponds to O.21e Å~ e.210. The spacing between the

tubes corresponds to O.140. The total fie}d of view of the camera is 2.30 iR

diarrieter. The camera is surrounded with eight tubes of two inches installed oR a
circumfereRce. [l]he radius of the circle corresponds to 2.20. These tubes are ttsed

for monitoring sky conditions dltriRg the observation. The detector for each outer

reflector is coRstituted of a three-lnch phototube on axis aRd two two-inch ones
whose centers are 2.20 apart from the three-inch tube. The two-inch tubes are
used to monitor the sky conditions. LEDs are placed about 1 m front of the camera

in order to monitor tke gains of the tubes. The tttbes of tke camera were equipped

with paddiRg }amps coRsistiRg of LEDs after observatiens for PSR B1706rm44 in
1994. Background photoRs are artificialiy increased when the lamps are turned on.

The lamps are used to maineain a constant level of background photons.

   MirrorA MirrorB MirrorC                         Camera+G-Ring

gl'

3inchEMI9822B+
2xRCA85752inch

37xHamamatsuR2102+
8xHamamntsuR329-02

3inchEMI9822B+
2xRCA8S752iRch

EMI RCA8575Camera G-RingRCA EMI

mplifiers(500MKzbandwi

xlOx4.5x4"x4.5x4"xlO

-mamu
g

uamu wwuamowwwwn-"e#mamamm#wwwwww wwnvrmmamlmpmmpmmpmpttuettmu ADC10mde
slgnalcablesIOOmV20mVDiscriminator20mV20tnV20mVtOOrnV

LeCroy2248
ADCsnotiule

#ggieffEgesiggua

Monllortrlgger
CameraTrigger

I]'yenttriggcr

matuaau)uamaNmaww#"rm#lmpImetantauavatwWmuavtavavawaonmamanvMwwermne-rmm"tasmuon

ggs

OlivettlM24
i808Scpu

ADCvalues

AllcomponentsiRsidedashedIineliseECLdigitalprotocol

Fig. 9. The block diagram of the data acquisition system of the BIGRAT.
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    The signa}s from the tubes are sent to discriminators and ADCs. The outputs

of the discriminators from the camera tubes are used to form "event triggers". The

thresltold value of the sigRa} pulse height from each tube of the camera corresponds

to 6 photoelectroRs. Those for the two three-inclt tubes are estimated to be 46 aRd

28 phetoelectrons. One photoelectron corresponds to appyoximately 2 ADC counts

in the case of the camera tubes. Event-trigger signals are formed iR the case of the

coincidence between any one of ehe inner 30 camera tubes and both three-inch tubes.

The time window is abottt 8ns. The trigger pulse leads to the ADC gates. The
gate time is 15 Rs. The abso}ute arrival time is measured to aR accuracy of 100 pts

with a rubidiurn clock which is reset using tke GPS noted above, usually at the

beginning of a monthly observing season. The arrivai times and the ADC counts
are recorded on a kard disk of a notebook computer.

    Tke event rate is 2 to 3 Kz. The trigger rates of the tubes of the carnera are

40k to l40k Hz. Those of the tkree-inck tubes are O.ik to 4kHz. These rates
vary with the ainouRt of backgroRnd photons. IR additioR, the light from the
padding lamps contributes to the triggers of tke tubes when the lamps are used,
The rate of accidental coincidence between these triggers is Regligibly sma}1. In the

case of the BIGRAT, rp Scorpii is outside the field of view of the camera when PSR

B1706rm44 is tracked.

    In each observing run gain calibratioR of camera tubes are performed by
illumiRating with the LEDs.

2.3. Stereoscopicobservation
    The 3.8-m te}escope and the BIGRAT are operated simu}taneously in order to
obtain better S/N. In tke stereoscopic observation the two telescopes track the

same source. In a few observing runs the two telescopes track slightly different

directions to each other. Tkese directions are a little different from the source

direction. We refer to this mode as `non-parallel mode'. In the non-parallel mode

the 3.8-m telescope tracks west of the source in right ascension aRd the BIGRAT
tracks east. The differeRce is typieally around O.5e. Since the directions from the

two telescopes to a shower position are sligltt}y different, the rate of the coiRcideRt

events is higher in the noR-parallei mode operation. O.50 is chosen in order to

compensate for the difference of directioRs to a shower position. In fact the
diÅíference is about O.70 in the case of a vertical shower whose center is at 8 km

above. Trigger signais froin the two telescopes are sent to each other dtiring the
observation. If two trigger signals are coincideRt in the tirae wiRdow of about 4 pts,

the event is flagged as a coiRcident event for both telescopes.

    The periods of stereoscopic observations described in this dissertation are
1!sted iR Table 3. The observatioR periods listed in Tabie 3 are a subset of the

                  Table 3 The periods of stereoscopic observation

SoElree Month Time o{ abservation (hours)

PSR B1706-44 l994 Mav

1995 May-Jul.

 17 .9
pt Observation in the nen-parallel mode ior 4.2 hotirs are included.
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observatioB periods listed in Table 1.

3. Analysis

3.1. Data frem the 3.8-m telescope

    The analysis of image data obtained with the 3.8-m telescepe is carried out in

three steps, tkat is, tke reduction of background photons in each image, image

parameterization aRd eveRt selection using the image parameters. After such
aRalyses have been done, the Rttitiber of tlie selected events froin the on-sottrce data

and that from the off-source data have been compai'ed in order to find out the f}ux

of r-rays from a point source.

    Before tlie analysis ef raw data, pedestal levels of ADC and TDC as wel} as the

gain of each tt{be have been adjusted using tlie ea}ibration data tal<en just before the

run. The direction of the sotirce in tlte field of view is calibrated using the im3ges

of stars. Tlie image is indicated by high-rate signals from the tube on wkich the
image is focused. The aecuracy of the calibration is better than O.02".

    Raw shower images contain not oRly ChereRkov photons btit also background
pkotons such as starlight and airglow. These bacl<grounds affect image parameters

iRtroduced be}ow. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce bacl<grounds in images
before the parameterization.

    If the pulse lteight froni a tube does not exceed the threshold value which
eorresponds to tliree or four photoelectrons, the sigi}al from the tube is igRored.

    Cherenl<ov photons arrive within the period of 10 Rs, whereas the backgrotmd

photoRs arrive contiRuously. Thus, ChereRkov photons are cliseriminated from
backgrounds using information of TDC. All the ptilses which arrive witkin tr}e
period of rm37.5 ns<t<50 ns are adopted, where t' is the relative arrival times of

pulses to the average arrival time of all pu}ses wliich arrive within 25 Rs arouRd a

tentative origin which agrees rough}y with the time wkic}i corresponds to the peak

in the kistogyam of TDC counts. Events of wliich the nlimber of tubes with pulses

higher tkan the threshold is less than five are eliminated.

    Cherenkov photons teRd to cluster in a limited regioB in the field of view,

whereas background photons distribute imiformly. Since backgrotmd photoRs are
ttsually isolated, aRy pulse withotit other pulses within the closest 24 tt{bes is

ignored. This process is illustrated in Figure IO. In addition, if the sum of
charges of a}1 accepted pulses correspoRds to less than 2.5 photoelectrons, the event

is eliminated since it is lil<ely to be a false event formed by electrical Roise.

    After the reduction of background photons mentioRed above several pararneters
of the data obtained by the telescope are calculated (Figure 11). The axis of image

is defined as a line which minimizes the charge-weighted sum oi tlte sqitare of the

distances betweeR the tubes with signals aRd the line. The axis rozighly agrees
with the shower axis oB tlie iinage plane since Cherenkov photoRs eniitted near the

shower axis. The alPha•, the most important paraRieter, is the angle of the image

axis to the straight line from the centroid of the image to the direction of the source
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Fig, 10. Elimination of isolated signals from irnage data, Image data before
(left) and after (right) elimination are shown. The filled squares

represent the tubes with signals. The dashed line indicates a square
including 5 tubes Å~ 5 tubes. At the center of the square a tube with

a signal is located. If there are no other tubes with signals in the
square, the signal from the tube is ignored.
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Fig. 11. A schematic view of the image parameters (see the text).

on the image plane. If the shower arrives from the source direction, the source

direction is on the extension of the shower axis on the image plane. Thus, the

image axis points toward the source direction on the image plane. As a result,
alPha is close to zero in the case of r-rays from the source. One the other hand,

arrival directions of background cosmic rays are isotropic. Such events are
scattered over the broad region of OO to 900. Using this difference r-rays from the

source are discriminated from cosrnic rays.

   The length and u,idth are the standard deviations of the spreads of signals

projected to the parallel and the perpendicular direction of the image axis
respectively. The two parameters are related to vertical and lateral spreads of

shower respectively. It has been found from simulations that length and width are

likely to be larger in the case of hadrons than in the case of r-rays. However, the

difference is not as remarkable as that in alPha. These parameters are used mainly

for eliminating false events in this work.

   The distance is the iength between the direction of the source and the centroid

of the image on the image plane. Since the centroid of the image is the direction

toward the shower position, distance is related to the arrival direction and the core

location of the shower.
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    asymmetry > O

sourc direction

asymmetry < O

sourc direction

                                                  x

      Fig. 12. A schematic view of the definition of asyTnmettpu. When Cherenkov
              photons in the image are biased to the direction of the source on the
              irnage plane, asymmetr), is positive. The x-axis shows the coordinate
              for the position of signal in the calculation of as)rmmet?b,.

    The definitions of length, width and distance are the same ones as Hillas gave
[22].

    It is not always the case that whole the image collected in the reflector is

observed with the camera. In order to eliminate such events, the parameter rc is

calculated, where rc is defined as the distance between the centroid of the image and

the center of the field of view. The rc gives an estimation of the distance from the

centroid of the image to the edge of the field of view. Since there are cases where

the direction of the source on the image plane is different from the center of the

field of view, rc does not always agree with distance.

    The asymmetry is the skewness of the spread of signals projected on the image

axis. It is expressed as
        as yinmetry = le.}th ( ZWi z(Xhii.:X-) 3)t,

where xi is the position of the projection of the i-th tube with signal on the image
axis, wi is the ' charge of the signal and x- is the charge-weighted average value of the

positions. The position of the tube with signal is defined so as to increase with the

distance from the source direction on the image plane to the projection as shown in

Figure 12. This definition means that the image has positive aspmmetry when the

signals are biased to the source direction on the image plane. It is found from
simulations that if a shower arrives from the direction of the source, asymmet7y of

the image of the shower is likely positive. Therefore, aspmmet7rJ, is helpful to

improve the angular resolution of the arrival direction of the shower.
    The azwidth (AZimuthal WIDTH) is the standard deviation of the spread of

signal projected on the perpendicular direction of the straight Iine which connects

the direction of the source on the image plane and the the centroid of the image.

The selection using a2ntdth improves the angular resolution for primary particles.
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The arriv4i direction of the prirnary particle is close to tke direction of the source

in the case of the eveRt with small aztoidth. It is knowR that this parameter is more

effective in the improvement of the angular resolution thaR alPha for image data

obtaiRed vvith a camera wkose resolution is not so high. It is ttsed in the analysis

of image obtained witk the BIGRAT.

    The list of the cut with alPha and that witlt asymmet7y as well as in previous
observations is shown in Table 4. The objects from whick sigRificaRt signais have

been obtaiRed by the cut with alPha are }irnited. The results when alpha is used

aRd those when as>rntmetry is also used are eoRsistent for all the objects for which

both of the parameters are used. It supports that the image analysis is a
convincing method for detectiRg TeV r-rays.

    Eveats are selected by means of cuts using the pararneters alPha, lengti•t , width,

distance, rc and asymmetry. The selection criteria are listed in Table 5. The
criteria are chosen on the basis of simulations [26] for discriminatioR of the xray

events from background cosmic rays. The selection regioB on alPha is narrower in
tkis work than that iR the analysis for data in 1992-`1993, where events with alpha

less thaR 100 have beeR seleeted, siRce the accuracy of alPha decreases with tke

Table 4. The list of the cut with alPha and that as weil as atPha in previous observations.

  Other image parameters are also used for the cuts. The results have been given

   by the CANGAROO group except one observation of the Crab pulsar given by the

  Whipple group. "Yes" denotes that significant signals have been obtaind, "No"

  denotes that significant signals have not been obtained. "-" denotes that the cuts

  have not been applied.

Object alPha alPita and asymmetry

Vela pulsar [5]

PSR B1706-44 [3]

Crab pulsar [4]

PKS 0521-365 [23]

PI<S .?.O05-489 [23]

W28 [24]

Crab pulsar (Whipple) [25]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ne

No

No

\es

seY

-
-No

   sYi

Table 5. The criteria of the cut in the analysis of image obtained

The lengtlz, tvidth, distance and rc are shown as angle.

                 aiPha <5e
                 length <O.4"
                 widtlt <O.30
                 distance >O.40
                 rc -f- length <1.5"

                 asym?netry >OO

with the 3. 8-m telescope,
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reflectivity of the reflector. The criteria of width and length are chosen so that an

event is passed if it is not a false one wltich arises from Roise. Since it is difficuit

to determiRe alPha of most images with small distance, events with distaitce }ess than

O.40 are eliminated. Most of an image is included in the circle with the radius of

length whose ceRter is located at the centroid of the image. Therefore, most of the

image is observed if rc+length is smal}er than the radius of the field of view, which

is about l.50. It ls found from simulatlons that abont 3/4 of images of r-rays after

the cut by alPha, tvidt'h, length, distance and rc have positive as3mtmetry are selected.

    Distributions of distance, width, length, and asymmetry of the image data
obtained in an on-source run and tke correspondiRg off-source run are showR in
Figure i3. The distributions iR en-source run and off-source run are folind to be

almost the same.
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                                      2000
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     Fig. 13. The distributions of (a) tvidth, (b) length, (c) distance and (d)

             as.vmmetrJ, of image data obtained using the 3.8-m telescope for on-
              source (solid lines) runs and corresponding off-source (dashed lines)

              runs. The cuts by the image parameters have not been applied.
              The arrows indicate the selection critena.
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3.2. theBIGRATdata
    Tke analysis of the BIGRAT data proceeds in four steps, that is, software
padding, noise reductioR, image parameterization and eveRt selection. Software
padding is applied on}y to tke data observed in 1994 but are not applied to those in

1995 siRce the hardware paddiRg was available in 1995.

    The pedestal of ADC and the flttctuatioR of background photons are obtained
from the data of tke run. The pedestal level is determined from the distribution of

ADC counts of the tube iR two stages. At the first stage, the teRtative ADC
pedestal aRd staRdard deviation from it are determined using all events. At the
second stage, only the events in whiclt tke tube does not detect 'signal' nor is

adjaceRt to tubes with `signa}s' are used for the calculation of tlte ADC pedestals.

The `signal' means thaÅí the ADC coitnt is four times as large as the tentative

standard deviation or more after subtracting the tefitative pedestaL Tke fiuctuation

of the number of background photons for eack tube is obtained by fitting the lower

half of a Gaussian distribution to the histograrn of ADC counts belew the pedestal.

The gaiR of each tube is caiculated usiRg the LEDs.

    The noise level depends upon the location on the celestial sphere. This fact

causes differences in tke distributioRs of the image parameters between an on-
source run and the correspoRding off-source one. In the case of observation of PSR
B1706ww44, the noise fluctuatioR in of{-source regioR is usually smaller than that in

the on-source regioR. To compensate for the difference, artifieiai noise fluctuations

are added to the signals from tke tubes of off-source events ttsing random numbers.

The amount of fluctuation is calculated from noise fluctuatioRs of tke oR-sottrce data

and the off-source ones. As a result the difference in the distributions of the image

parameters between on-source runs aRd off-source oRes disappears.

    Tke Rext step is the reduction of background photons iR image data. If the
signal from a tube corresponds less than one photoelectron or the sttm of tlte pulse
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height of the signals from the tube and the adjacent tubes to it corresponds to less

thaR five photoelectroRs, the signal fi`om tke tube is ignored.

    The centroid of the image aRd a2tvidth aye calculated for each coincideRt eveRt

with the 3.8-m telescope. The definition of a,xwiclth has been given in Section 3.1.

MoRte Carlo simulations have revea}ed that axwidth is a better parameter than alPha
to diseriminate r-ray events from hadron events in the case of the BIGRAT[27].

The centroid of the image is used in the stereoscopic analysis.

    The events with agtvidtlt smal}er than O.5e are selected. The simulations on

agtvidth for r-rays and protoRs are shown in Figure 14. Tlte surface of the
reflector has been assumed to be an ideal parabola in the simulatioRs. In
consideration of the actual point spread function of the reflecter, the selection region

in the ana}ysis is wider •than the region expected from the sirnulations.

3.3. Stereoscopicanalysis

    As described iR Section 1.3.3, combinatioR of the shower images with the two

detectors improves the signal-to-noise ratio. This improvement is made as the
result of the coincideRce of the eveRts wltieh are seleeted iR the tlie analyses of both

data from the 3.8-m te}escope aRd the BIGRAT. }t is confirmed by simulations that

the combiRation of the criteria for image data observed with the 3.8-m telescope and

those for BIGRAT data is helpful to e}iminate proton eveRts which aye not
e}iminated iR the analysis usiRg only image data observed with a single telescope
without eliminating r-ray eveRts (Figure l4). In the simulations the directioRs of

primary r-rays are vertical. Tltose of primary protons are raRdomly distributed
within 3" around the vertieal direction. The eBergies of the primary r-rays and the

protons follow the power-law witli the index of -2.7. 0nly the events which are
detected with both telescopes aRd pass the criteria of the aRal}rsis applied for image

obtained with the 3.8-m telescope in the simulations are plotted in the figure. It is

shown that there exist proton eveiits whose aipha observed at the 3.8-m telescepe is

smaller than 50. It is impossible to eliminate the events oRly using image at the

3.8-m telescope, However, a fair part of the eveRts is eliminated without any }oss

of T-ray events in the selection Lising agtvidt]z at ehe BIGRAT. On the other hand, it

is possible that proton events which are not elirninated witli a2tuidth at BIGRAT are

eliminated witkout any loss of r-ray events using alPha at the 3.8-m teieseope.

    We can carculate the direetions of the Ckerenl<ov iight fyom the information on

the centroids of the shower images on the 3.8-m telescope and oR tlie BIGRAT.

The aRgle between the two directions deduced from the centroids on the both
telescopes can be expressed with two parameters, eL and eT, where eL is the
projection of the angle on the plane II which is defiRed by the positiofis of both

telescopes and tlie directioR of tlte trajectory of the Cherenkov liglit decluced from

tke centroid of the image on tke 3.8-m te!escope as shown iR Figuye i5. aT is the

projection perpendicular to this plane. The lengths of two trajectories of the
Cherenl<ov light which correspoRd to two centroids of images on the 3.8-m telescope

and tke BIGRAT are referred to as tA aBd IB }'espectively. If the trajectories
interseet each other, they are in the plane ". In this case eT is zero. }n the case
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that lfUl'>>d, 0L sl}ould be approximately d/l, where d is the distance betweeR the

two telescopes and l and t' are the distances betweeR the telescopes and the

interseckon.

    If an image in the telescope is highly deÅíormed due tG noise, the characteristics

of the EAS is not refleeted in the iniage parameters correctly. These events should

be rejected. If tuidth, lengtla distance, rc+length or asymmetry of tke image observed

with the 3.8-m te}escepe or azwidth• of the image observed with the BIGRAT is much

different from the correct value, the event is eliminated by the criteria of these

parameters. Stereoseopic analysis eliminates such events more severely. If the
centroid of tke image observed with one telescope is much different from the correct
position due to noise, 0T is much different from zero. If 0T of an eveRt is largely

different from zero, the image is likely to be noise dominated. If the aRgtdar
distribtition of Cherenkov ligltt is much different locally at one telescope from that

at other locations, the characteristics of whole the EAS are not i"eflected by the
image obtained with the telescope. It is likely that eT of such an event is largely

different from zero. In order to eliminate these two types of events, the coineident
events which satisfy leTl<O.40 are selected. The width of tlte region is chosen to

cover about 90% of coincident events.

    The average 0L iR the case of non-parallel mode observation has been found to
be Iarger than that iR the case of parallel mode observatiolt by about e.10. It means

that the.average heights wkere detected Cherenl<ov photons are emitted are low.

This effect calt be understood geoRietrically. The fields of view of the telescopes

defiRe coRes along the optical axes. The overlapping region of the coRes of the two

telescopes is lower in tlie case of noR-parallel mode observation. Thus, showers

with lower emission region are more lil<ely detected coincidently with tke both
telescopes. The average 0T in the Ron-parallel mode observation is almost the same

as in the parallel mode observation.

    The distribution of 6L and eT for the coincident events with the eriteria of
these parameters are shown in Figure 16. The distribution of eL is wider than that

of 0T. The main reason for this is the fact that the difference of eL is made also by

the differeRce of the heiglks of the shower maxinia.

    It is possible to estimate the height of the sltower maximum aRd the impact
parameter at that point from eT and 0T as follows. If the two trajectories of
Cherenkov light IA aRd IB interseet each other, the inters,ection is the shower center,

SiRce in fact tl}e trajectories do not intersect, the intersection of IA and l'B, denoted

as P iR Nguye 15, iRstead of that of tA and tB is ca}culated, where i'B is the
projection of IB onto p}ane il. The direction of this intersectioR agi-ees witk the

direction deduced from the image ceRtroid at the 3.8-m telescope, whereas the
direction of the intersection is lOTI apart from the direction deduced from the image

centyoid at the BIGRAT. Therefore, the point is used as the shower ceRter. In
order to compeRsate for the difference betweeR the two telescopes, the iRtersectioR P
is rotated by an angle of ll.4 around the 3.8-m telescope perpendicularly to plane II

toward the direction showR in Figure 15. The direction of this point is IS,g apart

from the direction deduced from the centroid of the image at the 3.8-m telescope and
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also an angle very close to lt[L apart from the direction deduced from the centroid of

the image at the BIGRAT.

    If we assumed that the primary particle arrives from the source direction, the

core location of the shower on the ground is calculated from the shower center and
the direction of the source.

3.4. Timinganalysis
    The arrival direction of each shower is not determined only from the shower

image. However, the arrival direction is determined by combining the image and
arrival times of Cherenkov photons contained in the image.

    A plane is defined by the image axis as shown in Figure 17. The shower axis
Iies on the plane if we assume the image axis agrees with the shower axis on the

image plane. The shower axis on the plane is represented by the angle of the
arrival direction(e) and the position of the shower core(r). Our aim is
determining these two parameters from the arrival times of Cherenkov photons at

the telescope. For the sake of simplicity we assume that the velocity of an EAS is

equal to the velocity of light in a vacuum and all the Cherenkov photons are emitted

on the shower axis. In addition, the Cherenkov photons are not expected to be
scattered or refracted before they arrive at the telescope. The velocity of
Cherenkov light is determined from the refractive index of the atmosphere. In this

case, the arrival time of each Cherenkov photon at the telescope is simply calculated

shower axis

ttl,

  source

       e

    '   t   t  t  ' t tCherenkov
tt light

tfitl

core telescope

Fig, 17. The plane defined by the image axis is shown where alPha==O. The•
   shower axis lies on this plane. The angle(e) between the shower
   axis and the source direction and the position of the core(r) are

   determined by fitting using the relation between the arrival tirnes and
   the directions of detected Cherenkov photons.
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as a function of the emitted positioR. The directions of detected Cherenkov photoRs

at tlte telescope depeBd upoR the emitted position. Therefore, the relation between

the direction and the arrival time of a ChereRkov photoR at the telescope is obtained

as shown in Figure 18. Since the relation depends oRly on the arrival direction of

tke primary particle and tke core Iocation, it is possible to determine the both of

them by rneastiring the direceion and arrival time of ChereRkov photons
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      Fig, 18, The schematic feature of the relation between the arrival time and the

              direction of Cherenkov photons emitted from EASs when the
              direetion of the source is the zenith and alPha =O, Calcalations are
               made for the cases of several arrival directions of tlte primary
               particies ancl the core distances. (a),(c) The shower axes for which

              the calculations are macle, The angEe between the arrival direction
              of the primary particle and the source direction is defined as S. The
              position of the core is represented as r. The sign of r is defined so
              that when the sign of e and that of r are the same, the shower axis
              does not intersect the }ine gxtended from the teiescope toward the
              direction of the source. <b),(d) The arrival times oÅí Cherenkov

              photons at the telescope as functions of the direction in the cases
              drawn in (a) aRd (c). The direction of Cherenkov photen is
              represented as an angle to the source direction. The origin of the
              arrival time is arbitrarv.
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sirnultaReously.

    We determine tke angle of arrival direction and the core }ocation by two-
parameter fittiRg (Figure 19). IR the fittiRg tke charge-weighted sum of the square

of the difference between the arriva} time of detected Cherenkov photon aRd that

expected from tlte direction of the CkeyeRl<ov photon is minimized. Only relative

arriva} times among ChereRl<ov photoRs are measured in the observatioR. The
average arrival time of al} the detected Cherenkov photoRs of oRe event has been

used as t=:O for fitting The expected arrival time is calculated from the emitted

poiRt. Sinee ChereRkov pkotoRs are actually emitted off the shower axis with a
certain angle, the emitted position of each ChereRkov photoR is not deteymined
unique}y from tlte direction of tke Ckerenkov photon. Tl}e c}osest point from the

line which is extended from the telescope toward tke direction of Cherenkov photon

to the shower axis has been used as the emitted point. The liRe extended from the

centroid of image to the source direction oR the iinage plane has beeR used instead

of the image axis for fitting for the sake of simplifying the calculatioR, because the

two lines are almost the same, which means alPha is small, wheR the eveRt is
selected by the aRalysis of image data.

                   1.4
                   il X

                ID O.8
                 c                5 o.6
                ,.E-,me o.4

                re                 > O.2                'E
                 ca moS o "
                  -O.4
                      O O.5 1 1.5
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     Fig. I9. A typical example of the correlation between the arrival tiivte of
            Claerenkov photons and the angle to the source direction for a
             simulated event. Each circle represents the arrivai time of the
             photons on one of the phototttbes which corresponds to the angie e to

            the source direction. The curve represents the fitted Iine from
             which the shower direction of the event is determinecl to O.OaO to the

             source direction.
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Fig. 20, A schematic explanation of two soiutions ifi the fitting. In the case
        of (+)-solution, the centroid of the sho"rer and the core position are

        located iR the saRie side respect to the Iine extend from the telescope
        tow•ard the source direction. In the case of<rm)-solution, the shower

        eentroid and the core position are iocated in the different sides,

    In the executioR of fitting, two solutioRs, one of which is a false one, are

obtained in most cases. For one of the solutions the core and the centroid of
shower are located in the same side respect to the line exteRded from the telescope

toward the source directioR, whereas for the other solution they are in the differeRt
sicles (Figure `?.,O). The solutions are referrecl to as (+) -solutioR a}id (-)-

solution, respectively. The choice betweeR two solutions has been inade using
asym•metry. From sirnulations it is fouRd that if asy}nmetry js positive, the event has
a (nvF)-solution iR most cases, whereas if asymmetmp, is negative, tlte event has a (tw)

-solutioR in most cases.

    Flgure 21 shows the lvloRte Carlo simulation of the timing analysis.
Reconstructed arrival directioRs of T-rays irom the poiRt source are concentrated in

the region close to zero. Such a concentratioR is not found in the case of protons.
r-ray events whick have negative asynt7netr)J form a bump arotmd 20 since (-)-

solutions are adopted for the eveRts. However, the ratio of such events is about
i/4. Events for whieh fitting fails pile up at 40 because the region of ayrival
direction is limited witkiR 40 in the fitting.

    The arrival t2mes and the directioRs of ChereRkov pltotons are meastired with
the 3.8-m telescope. The events with arrival direction from the sotirce direcÅíion
smaller than 1" are selected.
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    the images and the arrivai times of Cherenkov photons generated by
    simuiations. Events seleeted by analysis of image are observed at
    the 3.8-m teEescope are plotted. The origin of the horizontal axis is

    the sourÅëe direction. The solid line represents events froni r-rays
    and the dashed line represents ones from protons, Each seale has
    been chosen so that the number of r-rays and the number of protons
    are equal. Events for xvhich the fitting fails pile up at 40 because the

    regioR of arrival direction is limited within tlO in the fitting. The
    bump around 20 is formed by events which have negative asJ,ntmetiy.
    The arrow indicates the region in the event selection. (b) 'r-rays

    images of which have positive asyntntet?pu are represented. The bump
    does not appear around 2'.
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6. The seleÅëtion for PSR B1706-44 tEsing the parameters of images

  obtained with the 3.8-m telescope. The eriteria are listed in Table 5,

  The numbers of events before and after the selection are presented

  as total and selected respectively,

Year NoN IVonv NoN-NoFF Significance

1994 total

selected

27895 28516

 388 333
-621
  55 2.0

1995 total

selected'

62515 59024

 692 5gor
3491

 97 2.7

1994 -F 1995 total

selected

9e410 87540

 1080 928
2870

 152 3.4

4. Results

4.1. PSR B1 7e6-44
4.1.1. Image data from the3.8-m telescope
   The results of the analysis of the image data obtaiRed with the 3.8-m telescope

are listed in Table 6. NoN aRd NoFF represent the numbers of events for the on-
source ruRs and for the off-source runs respectively. There are large differences

between NoN and NoFF before the selectioii tisiRg the image parameteys mentioned iR

Section 3.1. The differences are much larger than statistical fluctuations of the

number of events. The differeRces arise froin the existeRce of false eveRts formed

by bacl<ground photons and eiectrical noise which are Rot flticttiated statistically.

Since the image parameters of these events do not satisfy the criteria Iisted in Table

5, the events are eliminated by means of the se}ection.

   The numbers of events for PSR B1706-44 wltich are selected by tke cttt on the

image observed with tlie 3.8-m telescope with criteria showR in Table 5 are listed in

Table 7. The number of eveBts whieh satisfies the criterion of alPJta is the
smallest. The number of events is reduced to about 1/20 by the cut. The criterion

of asymmetrJ, is the second severest. It reduces the number of eveRts to

Table 7. The number of events for PSR

  image data observed with the 3

  before the cut is sown as `total',

B1706-44 selected by the cut on the

.8-m telescope. The number of events

Selection NoN(Radio to total) NoFF(Radio to total)

total

atpha

width

length

distance

rc-+-lengt';t

asymmetr),

< 5o

<O.30
< O.4e

> O.40

< 1.se

>o

90410(1.00)

 4332 (O.05)

89502 (O.99)

72603 (O.80)

85229 (O.94)

58679(O.65)

34219 (O.38)

87540 (1

 4061 (O

86648 (O

70654 (O

82369 (O

58427 (O

32774 (O

oo)

05)

99)

80)

94)

67)

37)
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      Fig. The numbers of events the direction of PSR BI706-44
              observed in 1994 and l995 function of atpha after the event
              selection using width, lengtlt, dtstai2ce, rc and asyntinet7y in the
              analysis of images observed the 3.8-m telescope are shown in
              (a) and (c) respectively. solid lines indicate tlae distribtEtion

              for on-source runs, The ones indieate the distribution for
              off-source runs, The differences of the numbers of events between
              on-sottrce runs and off-source in l994 and in 1995 are shown in
              (b) and (d) respectively.

approximately 1/3.

    After the selection the number, NoN -NoFF, in 1994 and 1995 is 152 in total.

The statistical significances of tkese excesses are 3.4 o, where a is given by

 NoN+NoFF. The numbers of events as a {unction of atPha after selectioR by the
cut with widtlt, lengtJt, distance, rc aRd asJn•nmetry are shown i'n Figure 22.

Tkresheld energy and flux Tlte flux of TeV r-rays from PSR Bi706rv44 is
calculated using Monte Cay}o simulations. The simulations have been carried out

for the production of EASs initiated by r-rays, the emission of the Cherenkov light

from the EASs, the propagatioR of the Iight, the response of the 3.8-m telescope to

the light and the analyses mentiofled in Section 3.1. Airglow is addecl to image
(lata as backgreund phetons. The eRergies of r-rays are in the region of O.5 to IO
TeV. The zenith angle from wltich the simulated r-rays arrive is 200, which agrees

roughly witk the average zenitk aRgle for observatioR of PSR B1706rm44. The
locations of the cores aye assumed to be distribtited t!niformly in a circ}e of 200 m

in raditis around the 3.8-rn telescope. The threshold value of sigRal from eack tube

of tlte camera is three photoelectroRs.
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  The iRtegrated flux above the energy ,El) is given by

       rtNs(ESni.)"'i'

where Nr is giveR as NoN-NoFF, T is the gotal period of observatioBs, Emin is the

minimum energy of r-rays in the simulatioRs and S is the collection area of r-rays

above Emin which is deterrnined using the simulatioRs. The n is the iRdex of the

power law. S is given as nSe, where n is i'atio of the Rumber of events which are

triggered aRd selected in the aRalysis of the image data to tlie Rumber of total events

in the simulatioRs, So is assumed to be 2002zcos200 m2. S depeRds on the eRergy

spectrum of r-rays. In these simulations, we assume that E,nin=:O.5 Tev.

   Tlte data observed by CANGAROO group in 1992 and l993 is used in order to
estimate the index n. The numbers of r-ray events after selectioR by the cuts with

image parameters are determined in three eneygy bands. The energy bands are
below 2 TeV, 2 to 4.5 TeV and above 4.5 TeV. The ei}ergy of a r-ray is estimated

from the tota} charge of the sigRal from the camera. The nlimber of r-rays in each

energy band is corrected using the collectioR area ii} tl}e energy band. These
col}ection areas are calctilated as the same way as S. The corrected numbers of r-

rays liave been fittecl to a power iaw. The best fit of rt has been fottnd to be about

-2.9.
   In this case S has been calculated to be 3.3Å~ 107cm2 in the simulations.

   By assttming that n : ww2.9 from 1992 and 1993 data, Monte Car}o calculation is

doRe to estimate the threshold energy of detected r-rays. The energy dependence of
the spectrum produced iR the sin}ulations is shown in Figlire 23. If the energy with

the highest counting rate is regarded as the energy threshold for r-rays, it is
determined to be approxiitiately 2 TeV.

Fig, 23.

s

          3 ''4         10                               10
                 energy (GeV)

The effective yield of the selected r-rays versus energy oi r-rays
produced by the Monte Carlo simulation. The energies of r-rays
follow the power-law with the index of -2.9. The zenith angle the
clirection from which the r-rays arrive is L?JOO, The counting rate is

found to be the highest around 2 TeV, The curve is obtained by
fitting a Gaussian distribution.
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    The flux from PSR BI706-44 in 1994 and 1995 has been found to be (1.3Å}
o.4) x 10-ii(Tgv)"i'9cm-2smi above the energy Et. The calculated flux varies from
1.1x 10wwii(Tfv)-i'7cmma2s"i to 2.5x 10mii(rrgv)ww2`iemm2s-i according as tlte index varies

from -2.7 to rm3.1.

    If Nr is much smailer than NcR, which is the number of backgrouRd cosmic
rays, the significance of signa}s is given by

         "NO,".-+".O.".F.=zSlf:iii=:ntS :(ke([?IIIEE)rm'fv{iT,

wheref is the flux of r-rays and RcR is the eveRt rate of background cosmic rays.
RcR is calculated from tr}e results of the analysis of off-source data. ep'"

represents the sensitivity of the teiescope to r-rays above Etnin. It is iRdependeRt of

the flux and the time of observation. The seRsitivity depends both oR the
apparatus and on the method of analysis. The sensitivity of the 3.8-m telescope
has been calculated to be 3.0 Å~ IOwwiOcm"2sS in the case that on}y iraage data has

beeR used for the aRalysis. The sensitivity of the Whipple telescope is 9.9 X
IOwiOcmm2srmS when `super cut' is used. The `super cuV is an aRalysis method

developed oR the basis of the observation of tke Crab by the Whipple collaboration.

When the image analysis is applied, tke sensitivity of the 3.8-m telescope is better

than ehat of the Whipp}e telescope, although the energy threshold of tke Whipple

telescope is lower.

4.1.2. Stereoscopicanalysis
    The results of the analysis for the events detected with tke 3.8-m telescope aRd

those of the events coincident with the BIGRAT are showR in Table 8. About half
of the events detected with the 3.8-rn telescope are coincideRt events. There are Ro

large differences betweeR Nr/NcR of the total eveRts observed with the 3.8-m

telescope aBd that of coincident eveRts.

  Table 8. The events from the direction of PSR B1706-44 detected in stereoscopic

          observations. The selection has beefi done by means of the parameters of images

          obtained with the 3.8-m telescope of "total" events and "coincident" events. The

          "total" in this table is the number of events obtained during the stereoscopie

          observation, which is included in the selected events in Table 5,

Year     NoN
(Ratio to total)

   NoFF
<Ratio to total)

          NoN-NoFFNoN-AIoFF            NoFF

l994 total

coincident

293(1.00)

140 (O.48)

218 (l.OO)

101 (O.46)
gg O.34

O.39

l995 total

coincident

325 (1.00)

199 (O.61)

258(1.00)

159 (O.62)
g2 2zg

l994+1995 total

          coincident

618(1.00)

339(O.55)

476(1.00)

260 (O.55)

142

79

O.30

O.30

tlf the threshold value of signal from each tube of the camera is 3.5 photoeiectrons, the
calculated flux increases to (1.7Å}O.5) Å~10rmi'(i{/li;:,>-i•9cm-2s-i.
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    The events selected by the cuts on a2tvidth obtained from tke BIGRAT data and
0T obtained from the data on the two telescopes meRtioned in Section 3.3 are shown
in Table 9. It is showR that Nr/NcR caR be improved by tltese selections from O.30

to O.37 and significance from 3.2 ff to 3.5 a.

    The sttm of the events which have been se!ected by the stereoscopic aRa!ysis
and the eveRts which kave been detected only with the 3.8-m telescope and selected

by the image analysis is listed in Table 10. The significance is improved to 4.5 o
due to the increase in the nuinber of eveRts. The sensitivity is 1.6Å~ IO-iecm'2s-S.

    From these resttlts it has been found that the stereoscopic analysis is an
effective rnetkod to observe TeV r-rays It is shown tliat even in the case that tke

angular resolution for tke detectioR of CkereRkov lights with one of the telescopes is

not so good, the stereoscopic analysis works effeetively.

  Table 9. The events from PSR B1706ff44 selected by the euts on aztvidth of image in the

           BIGRAT and er obtained from the data on the two telescopes mentioned in

           SectioR 3.3. The figures before the selection are shown as "3.8-m image". The

           results of the cut on eT are possibly improved also due to the statistical

           fluctuations of NoNumNoFF•

Year Selection NoN NoFF NoN ww NoFp' NoN-NoFF
  NoFF

SigRificance

1994 3.8-m image

(tewidt'h

eT

a2widt'h and eT

140

132

132

124

101

96

91

87

il- O.39

O.38

O.45

O.43

2.5

2.4

2.7

2.5

1995 3.8-m image

a2width

ffT

aawidtlt and eT

199

186

180

168

159

147

136

127

iil O.25

O.27

O.32

O.32

2.l

2.a

2.5

2.4

1994+1995 3.8-m image

a2width

er

aztvidth and eT

339

318

312

293

260

243

227

214

i9l, liE, 3.2

3.2

3.7

3.5

Table IO. Sum of the events obtained in tlie observation of PSR

B1706-44. The summation has been done for the coiRcident

events which have been selected by the stereoscopic analysis

and events which have been selected by the stereoscopic

analysis and eveRts which have been detected only with the

3.8-m telescope and selected by the image analysis,

Year NoN NoFF NoN-IVoFF NoN-NoFF
  NoFF

Significance

l994 277 2e4 73 O.36 3.5

1995 294 226 68 O.30 3.0

1994+1995 571 430 141 O.33 4.5
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      Fig. 24. (a> The fiumber o{ ofl-source events as a funÅëtion of the depth of
               shower centroid calcuEated by the stereoscopic anaiysis. These are
               coincident events obtained with the 3.8-m telescope and the BIGRAT
               in the observation of PSR B1706-44 in parallel mode. Any
               selection of imaging analysis on the data from the 3.8-m telescope is
               not macle to the shown data. (b) The number of events as a function

               of average depth of Cherenkov photon emission obtained by the
               simulation. The Cherenkov photons detected with the 3.8-m
               telescope are used for the calculation of the average depth, Primary
               particles are assumed to be protons which arrive randomly from
               directions within 30 of the zenith. The spectral index of the protons
               has been assumecl to be rm2.65.

    In Figure 24 are shown the number of eveRts as a functioR of the depth of
shower ceRtroid calcu}ated by the stereoscopic analysis, obseyved data in (a) aRd

simu}ated one in (b). The deptk of the mode in tlte observed events are fairly

consistent with the one obtained by the simulations. The main reason for the wider

spread in the observed events is ascribed to the errors of irnage ceRtroids obtained

wieh the two te}escopes.

    The numbers of events as a fuRction of core }ocation calculated from the images

iR the 3.8-m telescope and the BIGRAT are showR in Figure 25. The spread of
locations shows the observed areas overlapped for botlt teleseopes. However, the
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            (a) 800' <b) 3.s-m-et lg- BIGRAT
                                     700 l[                      1     4oo ,1.l 6oo lil
                       ei    o 500 lj ll    on 400 II                                                     tl     2ool , 300, ill
     ioo ,li igg. ,] ii li
       O -500 f250 O 250 500 O -500 -250 O 250 500
                     x (m) y (m)
      Fig, 25. (a) The number of events as a funÅëtion of x-coordinate and (b) that

              of y-coordinate of the cores obtained by the stereoscopic analysis of
              PSR B1706m44. The horizontal axis of (a) is the x-coordinate of
              Åëore and that of (b) is the y-eoordinate of core, The data for on-

              source run and the corresponding off-source one in parallel mode
              operation are indicated by the solid line and the dashed one,
              respectively. The origin ef coordinates is the rnidpoint between the
              3.8-fn telescope and the BIGRAT, The 3.8-m telescope and the
              BIGRA']) are located at the points (O, rm 50m) and (O, 50m),
              respectively, The vertica} dashed lines in (b) sl?ow the locations oi

              the two telescopes.

spread should be slightly differeRt from the real one since ca}culations have been

made for the case where all showers arrive from the direction of the source.

4.1.3. Timinganalysis
    In Figure 26 are shown the Rumber of events as a function of the arrival

direction of tke primary partic}e, where the events aye selected by the ana}ysis
using the parameters of images observed with the 3.8-m telescope.

  We can find some excess for NoNrmNoFF in tke region where tke arrival direction
is c!ose to the direction of the source. Smaller excesses are also found around 4e of

the arrival directioR. They are due to r-rays for which we have failed in fitting as
shown also in the simulations (Figuye 21). Tl}e number of eveRts as a func"Lion of

alPha after the selection by using the arrival direction is shown in Figttre 27. The

excess where alPha is close to zero is significant compared to the one in the case of
se}ection only with image data (Figure 22). Calculated arrival directions aye

physically meaningful only in the small-alPha region since sma!1 atPha is assumed in

this calculation. These calculations have been performed in order to confirm that

there are no systema#ic differences between olt-sout'ce data afld off-sottrce data.

Therefore, it it not necessari}y true that the alPha-dependence of the eveRt rate is

flat near alPha equals zero in the case of off-source observation.

    The results of selectioR by iising the arrival direction of pyimary partiele in

addiÅíion to the image obtained with the 3.8-m telescope are listed in Table ll. The

significance of NoN-NoFF has been impyoved from 3.4 a to 4.6 a for the data in
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    events in on-source runs. The dashed one indicates the number of
    events in off-source runs. (b) The difference between the number of
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Events from the direction of PSR B1706ww44 selected by using the arrival direction

in addition to the selection by the image data analysis. The nttmber of events

selected only by the image data analysis is shown as "3.8-m image".

Year NoN NoFF NoN -NoFF NoN-NoFF
  NoFF

Significance

1994+1995 3.8-m image

selected

1080 928
285 186

l52

99

O.16

O.53

3.4

4.6

 l994 and 1995. Therefore, the sensitivity has been improved from 3.0 Å~ 10m'iO

cmm2s-t to 2.1 Å~ 10-ie cm-2smg. These results show that the i`econstructed arrival

directioR is helpful to select rray events.

4.1.4. Combination ofstereoscopic analysis and timing analysis
    The results of the selection by the stereoscopic analysis and tlie timing analysis

are listed in Table 12. The significance of NoN-NoFF has beeR improved over the

one obtained only by the stereoscopic analysis aRd the ofle obtaiRed only by #he

timing analysis. It shows that the selection of r-ray events in the two aBalyses is

         Table 12. The results of combination of tlie stereoscopic analysis and the

                 timing analysis for data of PSR BI706-44.

Year NoN NoFF NoN"NoFF NeNwwNoFF
  AioFF

Significance

1994 72 40 32 O.80 3.0

l995 90 4-5 45 1.00 3.9

1994+1995 162 85 77 O.91 4.9
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Fig, 28. (a) The number of events from the direction of PSR B1706-44 as a
        function of alPha after the the timing analysis is applied te the events

        listed in Table iQ The solid line indicates the distt'ibution for on-
        source runs. The dashed one indicates the distribution for off-
        source rttns. (b) The difference between the number of events in
        the on-source runs and thft in the off-source runs,
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not mutually exclusive, and that the elimination of background events is
coRsiderably independent. The number of events as a fuRction of alPha after the
selectioR is shown in Figare 28.

4.2. PSRBI055-52
    Tke results of the selectioR mentioned in Section 3.1 are shown in Table 13.

There is no significaRt difference between NoN and NoFF after the se}ection. Since

it is folind that the numbers of large-alPha eveRts after the cut by width, length,

distance, rc aBd asymmetry are significantly different between on-source ruRs aRd off-

source ones, NoFF which has been Rormalized using the numbers of events with
alpha larger than 300 are ttsed in following results on PSR BI055-52. The
numbers of events as a function of alPha after tke seiection are shown in Figure 29.

      Table 13. The selection for PSR BI055-52 using the parameters of images

                obtained with the 3.8-m telescope. The criteria are )isted in Table 5.

                The numbers ef events before and after the selection are presented as

                total and selected respectively.

Year NoN NoFF NoN-NoFF Signifieallce

l994 total

selected

97037 103945

 l234 1317
-6908
  -83 -1.6

1995 total

selected

43406 43930

  546 554
g52 -m

-O.2
1994+1995 total

selected

140443 147875

  1780 1871
-7432
  -91 -1.5
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Fig. 29. (a) The nufRber of events from tlie direction of PSR BI055-52 as a

        function of alPha after the event selection using iaidth, length, distance,

        rc and asyntmetry. The solid line indicates the distribution foi' on-
        source runs and the dashed one indicates the distribution for off-
        source runs as a function of alpha. The numbers of events for off-
        souree runs have been normalized using the numbers of events with
        atPha Iarger than 30e, (b) The difference of the number of events

        between on-source runs and off-source runs is shown,
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  Table 14. Events from the direction of PSR BI055ww52 selected by using arrival direction in

         addition to tlie selection by the image data analysis. The Rumber of events

         selected on}y by the image data analysis is shown as "3.8-m image",

Year AIoN NoFfi" AioN-NoFF
AIoNwwNoFF
  NoFF

Significance

1994+1995 3.8-mimage

         selected

1780 1871

507 579
-91
-72

-O.05

-O.12
-1.5
-2.2

The upper limit of the flux from PSR BI055ww52 has been calculated by the same
simttlations as in the case of the calculation for the flux from PSR B1706-44. The

index has been assumed to be -2.7, which is a power-law index of bacl<ground
cosmic rays. The upper limit of the flt{x iR 1994 and l995 has been l.5 Å~
10-i2cm'2s-i above 2 TeV at the 3 a confideRce level.

    Tlte results of selectioR by using the direction of primary particle iR addition to

the image analysis are listed in Table 14. Theye is no significant differenee
betweeR NoN aRd NoFF. [l]he upper limit of flux obtained by the timing analysis is

lower than the one obtaiRed by the ana}ysis only with the image data obtained
with tke 3.8-m telescope. The upper limit of r-ray flux from.PSR BI055ww52 has
been calcu}ated to be 9.5 Å~ 10-i3cmww2sMi above 2 TeV at the 3 G confidenee !evel by

the timiRg analysis. In this calculation it is assumed thaÅí the selection efficieRcy of

the cuts of arrival direction for r-rays from PSR BI055-52 is the same as iR the

case of PSR B1706ww44. This upper limit is O.64 times as high as the one in the

case of the analysis only with the image data.

4.3. CentaurusA
    The results of the selection meBtioned in Section 3.1 are shown in Table 15.

There is no significant difference betweeR NoN and NoFF after the selection. The

number of eveRts as a fuRction of alPha after t}ie se}ection are shown in Figttre 30.

Tlte upper Iimit of the flux has been calculated to be 2.6 X 10wwi2cm-2swu2 above 2

TeV at the 3 a confideRce leve} by the same simulatioRs as iR the case for the flux

from PSR B1706-44-. [l)he index is assumed to be -2.7.

    In this aRa}ysis we assume that the source of TeV r-rays is a point-like one. It

is inferred from observations of Cen A in the energy region of MeV to GeV that
TeV r-rays come from multiple sources or a dlifused one arottnd the direction of

Cen A. If it is the case, tlte region of alPha of r-ray events is broad. Accoydingly,

       Table 15. The selection for Cen A using the parameters of image obtaiRed

               with the 3.8-m telescope. The criteria are listed in Table 5.

               The mimber of events before and after the 328-m teleseope, The

               numbers of events before and after the selection are presented as

               total and selected respectively

Year NoN NoFF tvroN-NoFF Significance

1995 total

selected

I98966 203071

 2367 2334
-4105
   33 O.5
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Table 16. Evets from the direction of Cen A selected by using arrival direction iR addition to

   the selection by the image data analysis. The number of events selected oRly by

   the image data analysis is showR as "3.8-m image"

Year NoN NoFF NoNrmNoFF NoNrmNoFF
NoFF

SignificaRce

l995 3.8-m image

selected

2367 2334

 566 576
 33
-10

 O.Ol

-O.02
:g -

the upper limit of the total flux from the multip}e sources or the diffused source

should be higher than the limit calculated above.

    The results of selection by using the direction of primary particle iR addition to

the image analysis are listed in Table l6. There is Ro significant difference

between NoN and NoFF. Tke upper limit of r-rays flux from Cen A has been
calculated to be l.5 Å~ 10-'2cmww2snvi above 2 TeV at the 3 a coRfidence level by the

timiRg analysis. In this calculatioR it is assumed that the selection efficieRcy of Åíhe

cuts of aryival direction for r-rays fyom Cen A is the same as in the case of PSR

B1706-44. This upper limit is O.59 times as high as the one iR the case of the

analysis on}y with the image data.

4.4. Compan•sen ofanalysis methods
    The performances of the analyses discussed above are summarized in Table 17.
The significanee of 4.6 o and the S/N of O.53 are obtaiRed oRly using data from the

3.8-m telescope, whereas the significance of 4.9 u and tke S/N of O.91 are obtained

using data from the two telescopes.
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17. The comparison of the stereoscopic analysis and the timing analysis with

   analysis of image data from the 3.8m telescope.

Analysis Data NoN'NoFF
  NoFF

Significallce
Sensitivity

(cm-2s-S)

image

stereoscoplc

stereoscoplc

tlmmg

stereoscoplc

and timing

*

8-m

8-m+BIGRAT
8-m+BlGRA'r
8-ra

8-m-FBIGRAT

O.l6

O.37

O.33

O.53

O.91

3.4•

3.5

4.5

4.6

tl .9

3.0Å~lo-ie

2.1Å~lo-ie

l.6Å~lo-ie

2.1Å~lo-ie

1.3Å~lo-io

*when non-coincidence events are added,

5. Discussion

5.1. Stability ofTeY r-ray emission fi'om PSR B17e6-44
   From the results of the analyses it is shown that PSR B2706ww44 emitted r-rays

iR 1994 aRd l995. It is confirmed by usiRg these results eombiRed with the result

obtained in l992 and 1993 tltat PSR BI706-44 is a stable TeV r-ray emitter. Tke
fluxes iR 1994 and 1995 are consistent witli the fluxes in l992 and 1993, assumiRg
the index of the power law of the eneygy spectrum is -2.9 (Figure 31). The flux

of [l)eV T-rays is close to tke extrapolated value of the eRergy spectrum from 1 to 10

GeV although r-rays detected in the energy regioR betweeR 50 MeV and 10 GeV are

pulsed aRd r-rays above l TeV deteeted in 1992 and 1993 are tmpulsed. The
sigRificaRce of 3.4 a obtained by the aRalysis of irnage data from the 3.8-m
telescope is lower thaR that obtained from data in l992 and l993, that is, 12 cF. It

is caused by shorter period of observation and possibly by }owering of reflectivity

                      -6                  A10-
                  T                  t: :g.Il. ,.,E)l>Å~.

                  -) -
                  L.- -9                  ., 10 •
                  as                  k                     -IO                  g 3o
                  "-                  .fi -11
                     10 , ot992-1993 O
                     IMoi2: ee thiswork e
                           (1994-1995)                     -13                     10                        8 9 10 11                                           l2                                               l3                       10                           10                                10                                     10                                         IO                                              10
                                       energy (eV)

     Fig, 31. The flux from PSR B1706'44. CANGAROO (1992'i993) data is
             cited from [28]. EGRET data is cited from [29],
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of the mirror, although the possibility of a decrease in the flux is Rot completely

excluded. The reflectivity in 1992 and l993 is estimated about 55%, whereas that
measured in 1994 and 1995 was about 400/o. SlmulatioBs idicate that if the nurnber

of photoRs detected witk the telescope reduces by 25%, the collection area decreases

to roughly one kalÅí This may be the reason for the decrease in significance.

5.2. Energy balance in PSR BI055-52
    The Epper limit of the flux above 2 TeV of PSR BI055-52 is 9.5 Å~
10mai3cmm2smi. It is IO-5 times as large as the flux extrapolated from tke spectrum

in the energy region of 100 MeV to 4 GeV obseyved witlt EGRET as shown iR
Figure 32. The fact shows that there is a byeak in the spectrum iR the energy
yegion betweeR 4 GeV and 2 TeV. Such a break is expected frorn the rotational

eRergy of the pulsar since the luminosity of the pulsar exceeds the loss of the
rotational eRergy uftless the break exists. If the fltix of PSR BI055-52 observed

with EGRET extends above 4 GeV with the same power-law iRdex, the upper }imit
of the cutoff energy is calculated to be IO GeV from the constraifit that the total

luminosity does not exceed tke rotational eRergy loss.

   The upper limit of the ltiminosity of PSR BI055-52 above 2 TeV is calculated
to be 1.2 Å~ 1033erg smi from the upper limit of the flux if the emissioR is isotropic.

The iuminosity of PSR BI055ww52 as a ftmction of energy is showR iR Figure 33.

The result in tkis work has revealed that the major compoReRts of the lurninosity

are r-rays in the energy region of IOO MeV to 4 GeV and black body radiation in

the energy region of X-rays. The latter is generally thought to be thermal yadiation

fyoni the entire surface of the neatron star in initial eooiiRg. The luminosity
betweeR 100 MeV and 5 GeV is (9.4Å}1.6) Å~1033 erg sMi. If there is a cutoff in the

flux at 5 GeV, it is possible to expect that the remainder of rotational energy loss is

'ii
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Fig. 32. The flux from PSR BI055rm52. EGRET data is cited from [15],
       The upper limit of pu}sed TeV r-rays(N) "'•as measured at
       Nooitgedacht [30].
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The lurninosity of PSR BI055-52 per decade of energy. The
EGRET data is cited from [15]. ROSAT data and radio data are
cited from [31] and [32] respectively,

converted to pulsar wind. In tlkat case the eRergy flowing out as the pulsar wind is
2. 1 Å~ 103` erg s-i.

5.3. Pulsar age and TeV r-rays
    Observations of r-rays in TeV region froin five r-ray pulsars including PSR

BI055-52 have beeR doRe by several groups including ehe CANGAROO group.
TeV r-rays are detected from the three young pulsays among the five, namely PSR

B1706-44, the Crab and the Vela pulsar have been detected. Since the two old
pulsars, that is, PSR B2055ww52 and Geminga are closer from tke earÅíh than PSR

B1706-44 and tke Crab, it is uRlikely tkat the distances account for the trend.

The trend is opposite in pulsed r-rays in GeV region, where the efficiency of
eQnversion from rotational energy of tke pu}sar to r-rays iBcreases with the age. It

is genera}ly accepted that eRergetic electroRs in the pulsar nebula emit TeV r-rays

from the Crab by inverse Compton scattering. This views of tke pulsar nebula
responsible for TeV r-rays are }ikely to exp!ain also the case of tke Vela aRd PSR

B1706-44. For Geminga and PSR BI055-52, from which no TeV r-yay einissioR
has been detected, recent data from ROSAT and ASCA have implicated synchrotron
X-yay Rebulae around the objects. Howevey, as Geminga is very c}ose to the earth,

Ramely, the distaRce is of the order of 100 pe, it may be difficult to observe TeV r-

rays frora Geminga since the pulsar Rebula is large}y diffused. It is interesting to

Rote that the Crab and the Vela pulsars are accornpanied by SNRs and probably

PSR B1706-44 also is, whereas PSR BI055-52 aRd GemiRga are Rot. Tke fact
suggests a possibility that the production of TeV r-ray fyom a pulsar requires an

SNR around it.

5.4. 0bservations of Cen A in the energy region of TeV to PeV
    The ttpper limit of the flux above 2 TeV from Cen A obtained in this work is
l.5 Å~ 10-i2cm-2s'i. In Figure 34 it is compared to previous observations in the
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The Iuminosity of Cen A as a function of energy, The data of OSSE,
             EGRET are cited frorn [38], [17] and [39]
            has been report that an anidentified source J1326-
43 detected with EGRET might be Cen A.

              It is not easy to understaRd all data consistently.

            that the flux from Cen A is variable in a time scale

         been insisted up to now since these observations are Rot

         case, the result of tltis work means that Cen A was in
           fyom l992 at least to 1994 tke flux from Cen A was
            period in the energy regioR of keV to GeV [37] [38],

      between the flux below GeV and that above TeV is not
             the variability by factor larger thaR 10 is necessary

         TeV. Anotlter possibility is that r-rays from Cen A are
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contaminated by r-rays from other sources within the angular reso}utions of the

detectors used for observations in which positive signals are detected. An
unidentified source J1326m43, whlch has been detected with EGRET, might be one

of sueh sources.

  If we assume isotropic emission of TeV r-rays from Cen A, the upper limit of the
lumiRosity is 1.7 Å~ 10`e erg s-i above 2 TeV. Tl>e lumiRosity in the eneygy region

of 50 keV to l MeV, which is the dominant contribution to the total luminosity
(Figure 35), is 3.5 to 7 Å~ 10`2ergs'i. The ltimiRosity f}uctuates on a time scale

longer than a year. Therefore, the luminosity in the energy regioR above 2 TeV is

muck smaller than that in tlte energy region of 50 keV to 1 MeV. This result
shows that tke total luminosity of Cen A obtained from the flttx in tlte region of

MeV is Rearly correct.

5.5. TeYr-raJi emissionfromAGAJ
    The upper limit of the f}ux above 2 TeV froin CeR A is coRsiderably low
compared to the fltixes from Mrk 421 and Mrl< 501. The fluxes from Mrk 421
above O.5 TeV and from Mrk 501 above O.3 TeV are 1.5X10-iicm-2sww' and 8.0Å~
IO-i2cm-2swwi respectively. xxre assume that the power-law index of rm2.7 for the

spectra of r-rays from these AGNs in order to Rormalize the observed fluxes with

different energy thresho}d. Then, the upper limit of the lumiRosity of Cen A is 8.4

Å~ 10-` and 3.3Å~ 10'3 times as large as the ltiminosities of Mrk 421 and Myk 501

respective}y. TeV T-rays from Mrl< 421 and Mrk 501 might be absorbed in the
intergalactic space, wkereas the effect is negligible iR the case of Cen A since iÅí is

much closer to the earth. Thus, tlie original }uminosities of Mrk 421 and Mrk 501

are still higher. One of the possibie explaRations foy high luminosities of Mrl< 421

aBd Mrk 501 compared to tltat of Cen A is that the emissions of TeV r-rays fi'om

Mrk 421 and Mrk 501 are conceRtrated in the directioR of tlte jets. This
explanatioR is reasonable if high energy r-rays from AGNs are produced in tlie jets

as is geRera}ly accepted. For example, in leptonic models the directions of tke r-

rays are concentrated in the direction of the jet, since r-rays are produced by
inverse Compton scatteriRg of relativistic electrons.

6. Conclusion

    A search for TeV r-rays from the pulsars PSR B1706-44 aRd PSR BI055-52
and from the radio galaxy Centaurus A were made with the two atmespheyic
Ckerenl<ov telescopes of the CANGAROO col}aboration, t}ie 3.8-m telescope and the

BIGRAT, at Woomera, Australia, in 1994 and 1995. The times of observations
were 27 hottrs, 69 hours and 57 hours for tliese three sources, respeetively. The

3.8-m te}escope has a lighVcollectiRg reflector 3.8m in diameter with a carnera of

256 phototubes. Tke BIGRAT consists of tliree reflectors 4 rn in diameter aRd a 37-

phototube camera.

    This dissertation has dealt with stereoscopic aRalysis aRd timiRg analysis
applied to the CANGAROO data iR addition to the imaging technique. The imaging
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analysis has been applied only to the images of Cherenkov light detected with the
3.8-m telescope.

    Two images simultaneously detected with the two telescopes kave beeR utilized

in the stereoscopic analysis, reducing the background events in which observed two

images are not origiRated from one coinmon showey. In the conventionai imaging
analysis, the extended strttcture of shower perpendicular to the line of sight is

measured as aR aRgular spread of image. OR the other hand, tke timing analysis

provides us with new informatlon on the direction of the primary r-rays. Tke
arrival time of Cherenkov photon on the detector depeRds upon the different patk

length of eleetrons and photons in the shower akd the Cherenkov light. Thtts, the

timing analysis is a method of determiniRg the arrival direction of shower with }ess

ambiguity. The preseRt work is the first oRe to report that such a timing ana}ysis

is found to improve the sigRificaRce of r-ray signal.

    By the analysis ef the data of the images oR the 3.8-m telescope the seRsitivity
of the observatioR for PSR B1706ww44 has been folind to be 3.0 Å~ IO"'ecm'2s-i

above 2 TeV. It has been improved to 2.1 Å~ 10-iOcmM2srm} by the stereoscopic

analysis. Slightly better sensitivity can be obtained if events detected only with
the 3.8-m telescope are added. The timiRg analysis is a}so helpful to improve tke

seRsitivity. If the stereoscopic aRa}ysis and the timing aRalysis are combiRed iR

addition to the analysis of the image data on the 3.8-m telescope, the obtained
seRsitivity of the observation has beeR improved to 1.3 Å~ iO-'Ocm-2sS. The ratio

of the number of r-rays from the source to the number of the cosmic ray
background is O.16 when on}y the analysis of the image oR the 3.8-m te}escope is

applied. The ratio ean be improved to e.91 if the steyeoscopic aRd timing aRalyses

are also applied. We conclttde that both of these two techniques are very useful for

discriminatikg r-rays from background cosmic rays in observation of TeV r-rays.

    The f}ux of TeV r-rays from PSR B1706-44 observed in 1994 aRd 1995 has
been found to be (1.3 t O.4) Å~ 10mii(Tgv)M"9 above the energy E. The energy

threshold is approximately 2 TeV. This value is consistent with the previous
observatien in l992 and l993. Thus, PSR B1706rm44 has been establislied as a
stable TeV r-ray emitter from the observation iR 1992ww1995.

    Theye is Ro evidence of TeV r-rays from PSR BI055-52 aRd Cen A. The
upper limit of the flux above 2 TeV from PSR BI055rm52 in l994 and 1995 has been
found to be 9.5Å~10-i3cm-2s"i at the 3a confideRce level. The limit is IOww5 times as

large as the value extrapoiated from the spectrum in the regioR between 100 MeV

and 4 GeV observed with EGRET. Tkus, it is expected that a break in the
spectrum between 4 GeV and 2 TeV. It is necessary that the cutoff energy is
power than 10 GeV so tkat the total luminosity dees not exceed the rotatienal
energy loss of the neutron star. From results on the Crab pulsar, PSR B1706-44,

the Vela pu}sar, Geminga aRd PSR BI055-52, we can indicate a tendency tkat
youRg r-ray pulsars are likely to emit TeV r-rays,

    The upper }imit of the flux above 2 TeV from CeR A in l995 has beeR fottnd to
be l.5 X 10mi2cmma2swwi at the 3 o confidence leve}. Tke flux is not consistent witk

the several previeus results of detections of r-rays from Cen A in the energy regien
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of TeV to PeV, un}ess either an increase in flux by a factor of 10 or rnore on a time

scale of one year, or contamiRation of r-rays from aRother source close to Cen A, is

assumed to explain the reported results. The upper }imit of the flux from Cen A
corresponds to a luminosity of 1.7 Å~ 104eerg s'i if isotropic emission is assumed. It

is 8.4Å~ 10-` aRd 3.3Å~ 10-3 times as large as tke luminosities of Mrk 421 alld Mrk

501 respectively.

    In this work we have found that new techniques for detecting the EAS are of
vital importance to observe new T-ray sources in the energy regioR of 10 GeV to le

TeV. The stereoscopic aRalysis will be one of the key techRiques for future
ground-based observations of r-rays.

    Several Rew Cherenkov-light telescopes with large reflecters and high
resolutioR cameras are p!anned at present including the CANGAROO-ll pi"oject

[l)he eRergy thresho}d of the telescopes will be lower than the telescopes shown in

this paper. The newly developed timing analysis will be helpful for improving the
angular resoltttion in such telescopes for Iower energy r-rays, because it is based on

elementary characteristics ef the shower and Cherenkov light indepeRdent of the

energy of primary particle. We believe that such new techniques developed iR this

worl< wi}1 contribute much to the future research of th.e high eRergy pheitomena in

the ltRiverse.

                              Appendix

                       PefiRitions ef 0L aRd eT

   When the Cherenkov light from a cascade shower is observed with two
telescopes, A and B, the elevatioR and tke azimuth of tke diyectioRs whiÅëh
correspond to the ceRtroids of the shower images obtained by both telescopes are

Z

y

(x., iyA, z),J

e.

X

Fig. 36. Definitions of eu and ex (see the text),
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defined as eA, {9B and ipA, ÅëB, espectively. eL aRd 0T satisfy the followiRg relations:

        {9L == rm 3rctan (yB'/xB') ,

        {9T == arcsin2B',

where (xi yB', zB') is defined to be the point to which (xB, {/B, gB) is rotated by

-ez around the z-axis after rotated by -0y around tlte y-axis. ey is defined as the
angle of tlie piane defined by the {/-axis and (jcA, yA, 2A) to the xy-plane and ea is

defined as the angle of the straight Iine which conRects the origiR and the poiRt to
which (xA, yA, xA) is rotateCl by nt {9y around the y-axis to the c-axis. (xA, yA, gA)

aRd (xB, yB, 2B) are definec} to be the unit vectors wkieh corresponcl to ehe two

image centroids respectively. Tke ground corresponds to tke cy-plaRe. The x-
axis is the directioR at which azimuth is zero. These are given by

        xBt cose, siRo, o ose, o -sine, tB
        y.• = -sine, cose,o o 1 o y.,
         2B, O O 1 in Oy O cos Oy zB
        eu = - arctan (gA/xA),

        {?z=arcsinyA,

        xA cos eAcosÅëA

'2
    Bii eoseAsinq5A

  sin eA

cosOBcosgbB

coseBsing6B

  sin eB
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